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Microwave transmission in the electron-cyclotron frequency range is a promising

diagnostic method. At the opposite of emission diagnostic, there are no wall reflexions to

hamper data interpretation. Wave attenuation by the plasma is due to cyclotron absorption

and/or to refraction. The first effect can be used to investigate the fast electron tail generated

during non-inductive current drive, whereas the second effect yields information on the density

profile distorsion during sawteeth and MHD activity. A transmission diagnostic system

working in the frequency range 77-97 GHz, i.e. below the thermal electron gyrofrequency, has

recently been implemented in the Tore Supra tokamak. It makes use of an ordinary mode

launched along a vertical diameter, i.e. propagating along a nearly constant magnetic field. A

modulation of the incident power allows to increase the signal to noise ratio . The physics

principles of the diagnostic, as well as the Tore Supra system are discussed. Experimental

results obtained in both ohmic and lower-hybrid driven discharges are presented. In the first

case, in absence of absorption due to fast electrons, both density sawteeth and m = 1 modes are

clearly observed. In the second case, the measurements made with a good temporal resolution,

display strong absorption by relativistic electrons sustained by the lower-hybrid waves, and a

fast frequency scanning allows, in principle, a determination of the parallel electron velocity

distribution. A good agreement is found with the value of the driven current.

1 - PRINCIPLE

Microwave transmission measurements below the electron gyrofrequency coc are a

powerful method for diagnosing the velocity distribution of suprathermal electrons in tokamaks

1-2 . Assuming v2=V//2, the basic propriety used in such diagnostics is the proprotionality



between the local absorption coefficient and the parallel (with respect to the tokamak magnetic

field) distribution function of the suprathermal electron tail3. One major drawback of the method

is its extreme sensitivity to refraction effects : bending and broadening of the launched beam is

seen as an apparent absorption, which must be distinguished from the true one . Conversely ,

this real sensitivity could be exploited by using microwave transmission, in the absence of

absorption, for diagnosing the electron density profile'* or, more interestingly, large scale

perturbations of the electron plasma, such as sawteeth and MHD modes 5.

2 -MEASUREMENT SET-UP

Tore-Supra^ is a large tokamak device (major radius R= 2.37 m, minus radius a = 0.8 m,

plasma current Ip <1.7 MA, circular cross section ), equipped with a supraconducting coil

system, producing a toroidal magnetic field BT £ 4.5 Tesla.

Microwave transmission diagnostic in Tore-Supra is mainly devoted to the investigation of

suprathermal tails during Lower-Hybrid and /or Electron Cyclotron current drive. The

experimental set-up is shown in fig 1.

A narrow beam of microwaves ( spread angle < 2 °) is launched into the torus from a

bottom port along a vertical direction intersecting the magnetic axis of a standard discharge.

Both launching and receiving antennae are rectangular horns, with the largest side

perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field at the plasma/vacuum interface in order to

couple a pure ordinary mode and to minimize Faraday and Cotton-Mouton effects ?.

The poloidal spread at the receiving antenna, caused by the beam divergency, is about +/-

15 cm in vacuum and, e.g, twice this value at an average density of 3 x 1013 e.cnr3. This last

value is larger than the aperture of the receiving horn (2.2 cm) (which implies that the received

signal is not lost in case of strong deflection ) but not too large, in order to keep a good

signal/noise ratio in case of strong broadening. The problem of standing waves formation due to

multiple wall reflections is avoided by using large oblique port windows.



The millimeter wave sources used are of the IMP ATT type (power > 5 mw ), the wave

transport is made by oversized guide (X.band). The frequency f can be swept rapidly (scanning

time > 200 |U.s ) or fixed at any value within the range 77 - 97 Ghz. To avoid mode conversion

long tapers are used. The noise is mainly due to the detector (a Schottky diode) and to the

spontaneous emission of radiation by the plasma. In order to enhance the signal / noise ratio,

the launched beam is amplitude-modulated at the frequency fQ = 350 khz, and the received

signal is video-detected through a narrow filter (4 khz band ). The result is an average signal /

noise ratio over 20 db.
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FIG.l EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP



3- REFRACTION EFFECTS : Sawteeth and MHD modes detection

3.1 Thermal plasmas

In these experiments, the ordinary mode propagating perpendiculary to the toroidal

magnetic field at frequencies (ùp < (ù < Cue is used, where (up is being the electron plasma

frequency. In such conditions, the refractive index NO =*
a?

will depend only on

electron density ne(r) if the frequency f is fixed. Moreover, as the wave beam used to probe

the plasma is launched vertically, it propagates along a nearly constant magnetic field, thus a

frequency low enough to avoid electron cyclotron absorption can be found. This means that in

a thermal plasma (no suprathermal emission on ECE diagnostic), the oscillations observed in

the transmitted power ( fig.2; f = 87 Ghz ) can be unequivocally attributed to a periodic electron

density perturbation (sawteeth and/or MHD modes).
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FIG.2 SAWTEETH AND MHD MODES REFRACTION OSCILLATIONS



Similar signals are obtained on Soft X ray, ECE and Interferometry diagnostics.

3.2 Plasmas with Lower-Hybrid heating

Now we present discharges characterized by an ohmic phase followed by long pulses of

Lower Hybrid wave heating (power > 4 MW ), In the ohmic phase sawteeth and MHD modes

are often present and detected by the diagnostic, especially when the average density is higher

than 1.8 x 1013 e/ cnA As before, there is no emission due to suprathermal electrons.

In the Lower Hybrid phase ( cf fig:3a ; f = 87 Ghz) sawteeth disappear and the MHD is

enhanced.
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FIG.3 OSCILLATIONS DURING LOWER-HYBRID HEATING



The frequency of these quasi sinusoidal oscillations is twice the frequency observed on

soft X ray fig.Sb, ECE fig3c, infrared interferometry fig.3d diagnostics. Soft X ray

tomography and ECE diagnostic show the signature of a m=l, n=l tearing mode. The fig.Sa

indicates two frequency components (232 and 1 16 hz) whose relative amplitude is sensitive to

plasma parameters. A simple model of density rotating perturbation into the ray equations

explains this double-frequency structure : in the poloidal plane the beam is deviated and its

width also varies at the frequency of the mode, but these two oscillations are not in phase 5.

4- ABSORPTION BY THE ENERGETIC ELECTRON TAIL DURING

LOWER-HYBRID CURRENT DRIVE

During Lower-Hybrid discharges the wave used by the transmission diagnostic is subject

to suprathermal absorption and refraction losses related to density profile. At low density, the

density profile perturbations due to sawteeth and MHD modes activity are very small, thus it is

easy to isolate the refraction losses by using a ray-tracing code qualified with the comparison

vacuum phase/ thermal phase. This ray-tracing code takes Shafranov shifts into account

(5 = f|(J3 + |)).

When Lower-Hybrid heating is applied, Thomson scattering diagnostic shows that the

central electron temperature increases from 3 keV to 6 keV. In figure 4 we compare the

theorical absorption of a 6 keV thermal plasma (a) with the meas.'ired one (b). We can see a

suprathermal absorption which is confirmed by suprathermal emission on ECE diagnostic.

Now we can try to fit the driven current : let be tro(f) the transmission coefficient

tro(0=e-(X(f), a(f)=J a0(f,x) dx

Where3 ao - ™Pb2 No P+(f) F//(Mf)) assuming P+(f>p//(f) for P+(f)»Pe
2û)c c

where pe is being the thermal momentum, p+ (f) =m c A/ ( -£ ) -1 , No=-\ / 1 - I --& |
X W \ {a>J

u>ob^=(Bpc^ • ûûpe"3 ——- . "b and ne are being the beam and bulk densities.

then we have:



L- Jnb(x) - \ / 1-f^2? dx p+(f)
cB J \ ^ u ) j

If we suppose a flat tail delimited by p+min and p+max then:

With pmin=0.2 m c (Te(0)=6 kev), pmax=0.7 m c (determined by Lower-Hybrid

accessibility condition ), f=87 Ghz (tro(0= 0.4 cf Fig.4b , N0=0.89), and assuming nb(x) =c£

we find nb= 2 x 10 16 e/m^.

The driven current J = nb v//mean e it a2 will be equal to 855 kA if we suppose

v//mean - 0-45 m c, for a measured current equal to 1.3 MA (Vioop=0). Discrepancy suggests

thinking about hollow LHCD profile.
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FIG.4 TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT DURING LOWER HYBRID HEATING



5-CONCLUSIONS

A microwave transmission diagnostic system at frequencies dxcoc is now operating on

Tore-Supra. In low density Lower-Hybrid current drive discharges the refraction effects are

weak and the measurement of the wave transmission coefficient provides an estimate of the non

inductive current. For higher densities, the signal is modulated by refraction effects related to

sawteeth and MHD modes. In this case, more elabarated computational techniques are required

in order to isolate the absorption effect from the apparent wave attenuation due to refraction.

Conversely, at frequencies low enough to avoid cyclotron absorption, microwave

transmission can be used as a diagnostic of sawteeth and MHD activity.
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